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Wireless communication is the key technology
for Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication. In our research group we have developed with Veins [1]
a popular vehicular network simulator which
incorporates SUMO as microscopic road traffic
simulator.
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Implementation and Evaluation of Coupled Wireless
Channels of Real-world and Simulation
signal (real world)
simulation

Among the big challenges in this field is the
time
connection of a simulation to a real-world system, e.g. using a computer-controlled motor
performance test station to increase the accuracy of the microscopic road traffic simulation. This is particularly beneficial for safety applications which have to be aware of the exact mobility behavior of vehicles.
One of the most fundamental requirements connecting a simulation to a real world system is the modeling of
the radio channel, such that the real-world system can exchange messages with nodes inside the simulation.

Goals of the thesis
The simulation framework Veins [1] (written in C++ and based on OMNeT++) we are using in some of
our recent research supports realistic models of MAC and PHY for vehicular communication. Recently we
developed with OpenC2X [2] a real-time prototyping platform for vehicular communication providing a
standard compliant ETSI ITS-G5 protocol implementation.
In this thesis we design an interconnection of this real-time system with the discrete event simulation framework Veins to make the wireless channel of the simulation available in the real-world, and vice versa. A
first prototype of such a system has been proposed and implemented by Klingler et al. [3], however without
detailed investigation of channel access between simulation and real world.
The main challenges are (a) how to accurately model sending frames from within the simulation to the realworld system, and (b) how to integrate frames sent in real-world to the simulation, both in the context of
vehicular communication scenarios. Interesting research questions are the effects of timing inaccuracies and
their impact on channel access, as well as how to efficiently reproduce frame collisions occurring inside the
simulation on the real-world wireless channel. The quality of the approach is then evaluated in different
scenarios.
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